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ABSTRACT
Even after 20 years of research on real-world image retrieval,
there is still a big gap between what search engines can pro-
vide and what users expect to see. To bridge this gap, we
present an image knowledge base, ImageKB, a graph repre-
sentation of structured entities, categories, and representa-
tive images, as a new basis for practical image indexing and
search. ImageKB is automatically constructed via a both
bottom-up and top-down, scalable approach that efficiently
matches 2 billion web images onto an ontology with millions
of nodes. Our approach consists of identifying duplicate im-
age clusters from billions of images, obtaining a candidate
set of entities and their images, discovering definitive texts
to represent an image and identifying representative images
for an entity. To date, ImageKB contains 235.3M represen-
tative images corresponding to 0.52M entities, much larger
than the state-of-the-art alternative ImageNet that contains
14.2M images for 0.02M synsets. Compared to existing im-
age databases, ImageKB reflects the distributions of both
images on the web and users’ interests, contains rich seman-
tic descriptions for images and entities, and can be widely
used for both text to image search and image to text under-
standing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Informa-
tion Search and Retrieval—selection process; I.5.4 [Pattern
Recognition]: Applications—computer vision, text process-
ing ; H.2.8 [Information Systems]: Database Management—
Image databases

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance
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Figure 1: The challenge of ImageKB generation is
how to match billions of images onto millions of
items of an ontology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the WebSeek project[1] in 1996, there has been tremen-

dous amount of effort in indexing images from the Web [2].
While significant progresses have been made, there still exist
gaps between what existing techniques can provide and what
users expect to see[3, 4]. This gap reveals the lack of sematic
understanding of both images and queries in existing image
indexing/search systems, resulting in deficiency of relevance,
informativeness, comprehensiveness and coverage.

Current major commercial search engines such as Bing
and Google index web images by treating them as documents
using surrounding texts. Because noisy text tags often do
not reflect the true image content, images returned by these
search engines may not be relevant to users’ queries. As
billions of images are randomly indexed without top-down
management, the search results may not be informative, e.g.
duplicate images or images with very similar contents are re-
turned so that limited information is delivered. Due to the
same reason, search results also suffer from lack of compre-
hensiveness, especially for ambiguous queries. For example,
for query “apple”, some people intend for fruits while others
intend for Apple products. Search engines can hardly dis-
tinguish multiple intents for one query, and therefore often
fail to show images of all possibilities, and cannot separate
them in display to disambiguate user intent.

Although the quality of search engines has been improving
rapidly because of the increasing amount of user clicks, this
massive crowdsourcing does not fundamentally solve these
issues.

Contrast to this bottom-up approach in indexing web im-



Table 1: Overlap of Vocabularies with Query Log
WordNet[7] NeedleSeek[8] ImageKB

#total item 117,023 12.83M 155.02M
(#total category) (26,150) (185,158) (-)

exact

#item∩qlog 88,724 4.76M 13.26M

match

(% of qlog) (0.03%) (1.85%) (5.16%)
#phrase∩qlog 41,132 3.70M 12.43M

(% of qlog) (0.02%) (1.44%) (4.84%)
#category∩qlog 20,044 6,425 -

(% of qlog) (0.007%) (0.003%) (-)

partial

#item∩qlog 94,105 6.57M 21.22M

match

(% of qlog) (0.04%) (2.49%) (8.03%)
#phrase∩qlog 43,823 4.88M 20.06M

(% of qlog) (0.02%) (1.85%) (7.59%)
#category∩qlog 20,973 7,927 -

(% of qlog) (0.008%) (0.003%) (-)

item: a noun in WordNet (single letters and single digits removed),
a concept in NeedleSeek, or an entity in our approach
category: a non-leaf noun in WordNet, or a category in NeedleSeek.
ImageKB uses NeedleSeek categories.
phrase: an item which has more than one words.
xxx∩qlog: the intersection of xxx and a query log
% of qlog: the coverage of a query log
exact match: an item exactly matches a query
partial match:exact match or matches a subphrase of a query

ages by search engines, researchers have started to create
large image databases [5, 6] using a top-down approach.
Based on pre-defined vocabularies (e.g. WordNet[7]), images
are collected through querying search engines with items in
the vocabularies. However, since such vocabularies are man-
ually built with limited scales, the coverage on general user
interests is too small to be used by search engines. For in-
stance, our evaluation shows that the overlap between the
WordNet vocabulary and a six-month query log of Bing is
only 0.03%, as shown in Table 1).

To bridge the gap and to overcome these issues, we want
to assign correct semantics to images and to manage images
according to human knowledge. In this paper, we introduce
a novel, scalable, both bottom-up and top-down approach
to automatically generating a large-scale image knowledge
base, ImageKB. The key of our approach is to associate bil-
lions of web images with an immense ontology of human
knowledge.

ImageKB contains three types of information: 1)〈entity,
category〉 pairs to represent high-level human knowledge, 2)
ranked representative images for each pair, and 3) links be-
tween categories to indicate certain relationships. We call a
general concept an item (e.g. significant, apple) and a vi-
sualizable item an entity (e.g. green, apple). An entity can
be a concrete physical object, an event, an abstract con-
cept, etc, as long as representative images can be identified
to visualize it. The semantic class of an entity is called a
category, e.g. since apple is a type of fruit, fruit is a category
name. A category itself can be an entity if it is visualizable.

We adopt a both bottom-up and top-down strategy to
generate ImageKB by mining from 2B web images dumped
from Bing search engine and associating them with an on-
tology NeedleSeek [8] (an automatical ontology construc-
tion approach by mining webpages, see Section 4.1). In the
bottom-up step, we propose a novel duplicate discovery ap-
proach to find duplicate image clusters and annotate each
cluster by aggregating the surrounding texts of the dupli-
cates. These clusters with text annotations form the set of
candidate entities. We build an inverted index for the candi-
date entities for efficiency. There are in total 155.2M entities
and 569.2M images in the inverted index. In the top-down
step, we match the candidate entities and images to Needle-
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Figure 2: Examples of entities, top Bing search
results, and our suggestions (in red block).
Our method improves Bing on (a)relevance,
(b)informativeness, and (c)comprehensiveness.

Seek, an ontology with millions of nodes, to associate images
with entities in the NeedleSeek through robust filtering and
ranking.

ImageKB has much larger coverage than existing, research-
purpose databases. Table 1 evaluates the overlap of Word-
Net and a six-month log of 264.17M unique user queries
collected from Bing image search during November 2011
to April 2012. All WordNet nouns cover only 0.03% user
queries, which is 62 and 172 times smaller than those of
NeedleSeek[8] and our approach1. By far, ImageKB contains
0.52M entities and 235.3M representative images, compared
to 14.2M images for 21.8K synsets by ImageNet[6] and 80M
tiny images for 53.5K English nouns by Visual Dictionary[5],
which are the state-of-the-art alternatives.

ImageKB tries to tackle the aforementioned four issues of
indexing web images by providing following advantages:

1. Scale. ImageKB is large enough for practical use, i.e.
the identified visual entities have a good coverage on
user queries, and each entity is associated with a large
number of images.

2. Content. The images associated with an entity are
not only definitive and representative, but also diverse
in appearance. Meanwhile, each image is associated
with rich, definitive texts extracted from surrounding
texts which describe the image’s content, compared
to existing alternatives that generally show an entity
name for a group of images[9, 10, 11, 5, 6]

3. Structure. ImageKB has a graph structure from which
hierarchy and relationships between entities can be in-
ferred.

Our intention of generating a knowledge base towards cov-
ering all visual entities and providing representative images
for each entity is twofold. First, ImageKB can foster com-
puter vision research in many aspects, e.g. object recog-
nition[6], distance metric learning[12], and image annota-
tion[13]. Second, ImageKB can redefine the infrastructure of
image search engines. As it is challenging for a search engine
to index trillions of images on the Web [14], ImageKB pro-
vides a selected image set to divide-and-conquer the image
1The details of how the vocabularies of our approach and
NeedleSeek[8] are provided in Section 3 and Section 4.1 re-
spectively.



indexing problem - instead of directly working on a generic
algorithm to order images in an index, we can order the in-
dex by putting the “good” images that are high-quality, rel-
evant, and user-interested, higher than the “bad” ones that
are of low-quality and less-interested, so that more accurate
images can be processed in fixed query evaluation time, or
less evaluation time is needed for a fixed number of returned
images. Meanwhile, knowledge learnt from the “good” im-
ages can be applied to improve the ordering of “bad” ones,
so as to improve the quality of the whole image index[13,
12].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
some facts of ImageKB, including the framework, its struc-
ture, and some statistics to date. From Section 3 to Section
4, we detail the steps of ImageKB generation. Detailed eval-
uations are given in Section 5 and we conclude our work in
Section 6 .

2. IMAGEKB - SUMMARY
In this section, we outline the process of ImageKB gen-

eration, the structure of ImageKB, and a summary of the
statistics revealing its scale and practicality.

2.1 The Framework
The basic idea of ImageKB construction is first to gener-

ate candidate entities and images from a large-scale dataset
of web images, and then remove noisy entities and identify
a ranked list of the most representative images for each re-
mained entity. Our approach consists of two steps: a dupli-
cate image discovery approach to obtain candidate entities
and images from 2B web images, and an algorithm to match
billions of images onto an ontology with millions of nodes.
Both these algorithms are efficient and scalable for billions
of images. Fig.3 summarizes this process: ImageKB obtains
candidate entities and images by image annotation, and fil-
ters and ranks images by text mining. Both approaches
leverage duplicate images to generate definitive texts as fea-
tures.

Candidate vocabulary and image generation. In
ImageKB, entities are defined as terms that describe the se-
mantics of images, and representative images are images that
visualize the semantics of corresponding entities. Therefore,
to identify terms that hit the semantics of images is the key.
We adopt a data-driven annotation approach[15, 16, 17] to
achieve this goal (Fig.3(1b)), while the images that are an-
notated by the same term are candidate images of this term.
The annotation is based on duplicate image clusters gener-
ated by a duplicate discovery approach (Fig.3(1a)). Fig.3(1)
illustrates this process.

Using duplicate images has following advantages. Effec-
tive image annotation can be performed on duplicate im-
ages[16], the number of copies an image has on the Web
suggests popularity among users and representativeness to
an entity, and the result can be directly used for informative-
ness - since duplicates are discovered, they can be directly
removed in ImageKB.

This step tackles the coverage and informativeness issues.
The details are given in Section 3.

Image filtering and ranking. The task of this step is
to disambiguate an entity and to classify the corresponding
candidate images into the different semantics an entity may
have (we used categories to differentiate semantics), and to
output a ranked image list for each <entity, category> pair.

The key idea is to measure the degree of an image represent-
ing a category of a certain entity. Fig.3(2) illustrates this
process.

We leveraged a term-category look-up table to obtain two
types of knowledge for image filtering and ranking: the cate-
gories of an entity, and the textual descriptors of a category
w.r.t. an entity. Section 4 provides the details. This step
addresses the relevance and comprehensiveness problems si-
multaneously.

2.2 The Structure
ImageKB is a large graph with overlapping hierarchy. Fig.4

illustrates a subgraph on “product” and “dog”, and some of
their related categories. There are in total 2,118 entities of
“dog”, 42 of which belong to multiple categories. In addi-
tion, there are 53,176 entities of “product”. ImageKB con-
tains both leaf (i.e. no hyponyms, e.g. “bordercollie”) and
categorical entities (e.g. “toy dog”), and connects categories
via entities (e.g. “dog” overlaps “product” on entities “dog
clothes”, “dog book”, “dog shelter”, etc.). Each image in
ImageKB is also associated with a bunch of text to describe
the content of this image, which are automatically generated
from the surrounding texts. Fig.7 shows six real examples
of apple images and their selected text.

The overlapping hierarchy has high commercial values.
For example, it can directly be used for“related searches” for
commercial search engines2. On the other hand, though the
local hierarchies of ImageKB are flat, as contrast to existing
datasets[6, 5] generated based on WordNet[7], we can also
build branch hierarchies from ImageKB. Fig.5 illustrate this
idea. The images in the figure all come from ImageKB. How-
ever, though it was shown that a branch hierarchy can help
distance metric learning[12], it is still unclear if such metrics
has good generalization capability for search engines due to
the gap between WordNet vocabulary and real user queries.
In fact, we matched the ImageNet[6] hierarchy of “dog” (i.e.
“canine”→ “carnivore”→ “placental”→ “mammal”) to the
six-month query log of Bing, and found that the four terms
have been queried 374, 1694, 41, and 1177 times respectively,
which are negligible compared to the 2.6M times of the top
query.

2.3 Statistics of ImageKB
Table 2 summaries a few statistics of ImageKB3. Table

2(a) shows that there are in total about 0.52M entities in
ImageKB, with 0.48M of them single-category entities and
38.6K multi-category entities (e.g. “hearing dog” which in-
dicates either a dog or a service). Some entities are quite
popular - about 40.0K entities index more than 500 images
per entity whereas 22.4K entities have more than 1K images.
Note that indexing 500-1K images per entity is one target
of ImageNet[6].

Table 2(b) gives statistics on the images in ImageKB. In
total, there are 235.3M images and 202.4M of them have
unique semantics, i.e. single-category. There are 202.4M
and 190.1M images corresponding to“size>500”and“size>1K”

2On image search result page of modern commercial search
engines such as Google and Bing, there is a row of “related
searches” above the image search result panel, which sug-
gests related hot queries to the current one.
3These statistics are based on our approach that runs to
date. We expect ImageKB to grow rapidly in the future.
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Table 2: Properties of ImageKB
(a) Number of Entities

total single-cate multi-cate total (size>500) total (size>1K)
518,072 479,471 38,601 40,027 22,393

*total(size> n): means the total number of entities which have more

than n images. 500-1K images per entity is a goal of ImageNet.

(b) Number of Images

total single-cate multi-cate total(size>500) total(size>1K)
235.3M 202.4M 32.9M 202.4M 190.1M

(c) Average Precision & Recall on Top 10

overall single-category multi-category
Avg. Precision 0.80 0.82 0.78

Avg. Recall 0.31 0.35 0.27

entities respectively. Therefore, each of“size>500”and“size>1K”
entities has 5,056 and 8,488 images on average.

Compared to ImageNet[6] which holds 14.2M images and
21.8K synsets to date, ImageKB is much larger. In fact,
86,216 out of 117,023 WordNet[7] terms4 are covered by Im-
ageKB. Meanwhile, since ImageKB is mined from billions
of real Web data and leverages popular images (i.e. dupli-
cate images), it aligns better with users’ interest than ex-
isting large-scale datasets[11, 5, 6], as suggested by Table 1.
By exact match, ImageKB vocabulary covers 5.16% of real
queries, whereas by partial match, the number increases to
8.03%.

We use the same approach as proposed by ImageNet[6]

4The same WordNet vocabulary as in Table1 is used. This
statistics is based on exact match and it should be much
larger for partial match since 99.0% of ImageKB entities are
phrases.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: The diversity of ImageKB is between Ima-
geNet[6] and Caltech101[9] because ImageKB iden-
tify representative images of which the main objects
are large and centralized. (a)Comparison of loss-
less JPG file sizes of average images for four enti-
ties. A smaller size means a more diverse result.
(b)Example images from ImageKB and the average
images of entities in (a).

to measure the diversity of ImageKB, i.e. to generate an
average image from randomly sampled images of a certain
entity and save it in a lossless JPG file. The smaller the
JPG file size, the more diverse the dataset may be. All Cal-
tech101 images and an equal number of randomly sampled
images from ImageNet and ImageKB are used for this evalu-
ation. Fig.6 shows that the diversity of ImageKB is between
ImageNet[6] and Caltech101[9]. This is reasonable because
though ImageKB takes web images as input, it targets at
finding representative images for visualizable entities. Such
images generally have large percentages of pixels correspond
to the main objects which visualize entities, and such objects
are generally in the center of the images.

3. ENTITY AND IMAGE COLLECTION
We propose a data-driven approach to mine a vocabu-

lary and candidate images efficiently from 2B images. The
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Figure 5: Though ImageKB is locally flat, we can also build a visualized branch hierarchy from ImageKB
based on some ontology such as WordNet[7]. The entities and images all come from ImageKB.



Table 3: Examples of NeedleSeek[8] Output

Item Category Instances

puma
animal jaguar, cougar, panther, ocelot, leopard
brand adidas, nike, reebok, timberland, gucci

java
language perl, c++, php, python, c#, javascript
country sumatra, bali, borneo, sulawesi

TLC
celebrity usher, toni braxton, mariah carey
network animal planet, discovery, mtv, cnn

process contains two steps, duplicate discovery and image
annotation.

3.1 Duplicate Image Discovery
Our system was designed starting from the fact that there

are many duplicate images on the web. On one hand, only
one out of many duplicate images should be included in the
database for compactness. On the other hand, rich tags of
many duplicate images make it possible to accurately infer
annotation information[16]. Therefore, it is important to
automatically discover clusters of duplicate images from a
large corpus of web images.

However, the task is very challenging since the input is 2B
images. This problem cannot be solved by existing dupli-
cate search/detection approaches[18, 19, 20] as every image
would otherwise be used as a query with computation com-
plexity O(n2), where n is the dataset size. Existing duplicate
discovery solutions[21, 22], on the other hand, appear to re-
quire too high memory and time cost to scale up to billions
of images.

We propose a novel duplicate discovery approach which is
feasible on 2B images, containing three steps:

1. Space partitioning: We extract a global vector of
color, texture and edge features for an image, and en-
code the descriptor into a binary signature with a PCA
model[23, 24]. Images having equal signatures are as-
signed into the corresponding hash buckets. Thus,
the 2B images are efficiently partitioned into multi-
ple buckets so that image clustering is feasible within
each bucket.

2. Image clustering: Pair-wise image matching is per-
formed within a bucket based on their original global
visual features. Images whose distances are smaller
than a certain threshold are regarded as duplicate im-
ages. Accuracy is ensured in this step.

3. Cluster merging: An average image is computed
from each cluster, and two clusters are merged into
one if the distance between their average images are
smaller than the threshold. This step improves recall.

With 20-bit signatures, 180.1 million duplicate image clus-
ters are discovered in total, which correspond to 569.2M
images. The average precision of images that are truly du-
plicate in a cluster is 98.37%, estimated based on 1,000 ran-
domly sampled outputs. Our approach has very low compu-
tational and memory cost. The task on our 2B images was
finished in 5 days on 10 servers, each having 16GB memories
and running ten threads.

3.2 Image Annotation
We adopt the text mining step of the Arista approach[16,

17] to generate our entity vocabulary from the duplicate

image clusters. Given a cluster, the approach takes as in-
put the surrounding texts of each duplicate image and iden-
tify salient terms and phrases which are common among the
texts. The unique annotations make up of the candidate
vocabulary of visualizable entities.

In total, we found 155.2M candidate entities out of 120.70M
duplicate image clusters. These are the input of the filtering
and ranking step.

4. IMAGE FILTERING AND RANKING
Given the candidate entities and duplicate image clusters,

we now work on identifying representative images for an en-
tity. On one hand, if we can identify some example images
of an entity, the representativeness of an image can be nat-
urally measured against the example images. On the other
hand, some entities are ambiguous, e.g. “apple” can either
indicate a fruit apple or Apple Inc. Therefore, we define
our problem as generating representative images for 〈entity,
category〉 pairs, rather than for entities directly. We ob-
tain the knowledge of 〈entity, category〉 pairs from a term-
category look-up table mined from 0.5B webpages[8], and
the features representing a category also leverages this look-
up table.

Our process contains two steps: to identify relevant im-
ages for an 〈entity, category〉 pair, and to rank the relevant
images. The top-ranked images are assumed as representa-
tive images for an 〈entity, category〉 pair.

4.1 The Term-Category Table
We use a term-category table (physically an ontology) to

structurize the entities in ImageKB to obtain the knowledge
of relationships among entities. This knowledge can be very
useful. For example, if we know entity A never co-occurs
with entity B, it is unnecessary for an object recognition
model to differentiate A from B but only focus on A and
its related entities. This may result in more accurate recog-
nition models. Technically, a term-category table enables
an efficient and scalable image filtering technique in catego-
rizing an entity and generating the textual descriptors of a
category, which will be explained in the next section.

We use the output of NeedleSeek [8] as our term-category
table. NeedleSeek mines with a bottom-up strategy three
types of knowledge from large-scale webpages, i.e. items,
categories, and the mapping between them. A typical Needle-
Seek look-up table is shown in Table 3. For example, Needle-
Seek identifies two semantic categories for puma - animal
and brand; each category has a list of instances which are
analogies for puma. The look-up table is learnt with natural
language processing and data mining techniques. For exam-
ple, from a sentence “apple is a kind of fruit”, NeedleSeek
analyzes that “apple” is an item whereas “fruit” is a category
for “apple”. From another sentence “pear is a kind of fruit”,
NeedleSeek learns that “pear” is also an item and it is peer
for “apple” w.r.t. the category “fruit”.

NeedleSeek currently hosts about 12.83M terms and 0.19M
categories mined from 0.5B webpages, much larger than
WordNet[7] and Wikipedia, as suggested by the coverage
on user queries in Table 1.

However, we should point out that there is still a big mis-
match between NeedleSeek vocabulary and the vocabulary
of image annotations. Based on an order-insensitive match-
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Figure 7: Basic idea of image filtering: an apple image is measured against the three categories of apple:
fruit, tree, and brand. On one hand, definitive texts of a category are generated by first using 100 instances of
the category for image search, and then find salient terms from the surrounding texts of duplicate images of
the image search results. On the other hand, definitive texts of an image are also identified from surrounding
texts of its duplicates.

ing5 (e.g. “tiny teacup chihuahua” is assumed a match to
“teacup chihuahua tiny” or “teacup tiny chihuahua”, but not
“teacup chihuahua” or “tiny chihuahua”), only 2.71M output
155.0M image annotations appear in NeedleSeek ontology,
as shown in Table 5. We will investigate this problem in
future work.

4.2 Feature Extraction
We represent both images and categories using definitive

texts for semantic communication.

4.2.1 Category representation
Let V = {vl}NV

l=1 be the vocabulary and vl be an entry
of V . Q ⊂ V and C ⊂ V be the query set and category
set, respectively. We denote q ∈ Q an entity and {cqi |c

q
i ∈

C, i = 1, . . . , Nq} its related categories, where cqi is the ith
category and Nq denotes the total number of categories of
q. For simplicity, we drop q in cqi .

We leverage a term-category look-up table to identify ex-
ample images S = {Jik} for ci, where Jik is an image. As
shown in Fig.7 the dotted line process, using ci = fruit as
an example, we first get a number of instances of fruit (i.e.
banana, lemon, peach, etc.) from the look-up table. The
assumption is that the semantics of a category is defined by
all its instances, and can be approached by a large enough

5We prefer this strict criterion to partial match for noise
control.

Table 4: Topics of Categories
Entity Category Top 5 terms ranked by χ2 values

Lincoln
president president, United State, politics, American, history

manufacturer price, product, buy, manufacturer, brand
county county, map, county map, location, area

fox

animal animal, wildlife, pet, specie, wild
studio studio, screenshot, game, play station, x-box

channel channel, logo, cable, network, media
celebrity celebrity, actress, Hollywood, gossip, sexy

mouse
animal animal, wildlife, pet, specie, wild
device device, mobile, gadget, phone, electron

java
language language, text, book, software, product
country map, country, travel, country map, geographic

lotus
flower flower, rose, garden, florist, gift

car car, auto, motor, vehicle, wallpaper

number of instances. We used 100 instances in our imple-
mentation. For each instance, we get top five image search
results as the example images of ci (five is used is to control
the accuracy of image search results).

We then generate one document dik = {wl|wl ∈ V } for
each Jik. Specifically, instead of simply defining dik as
surrounding texts of Jik, we aggregate all the surrounding
texts of the duplicate images of Jik because semantic-related
terms have larger chance to be repeated among duplicate
images than noisy terms[16, 17].

Although dik can be directly used for image filtering (see
details in Section 4.3), we do some further work on feature
selection to identify category-specific words wi = {wil|wil ∈
V, l=1, · · · , |dik|, i=1, · · · , Nq} for ci, and the words in dik

which are out of the vocabulary Vq =
⋃Nq

i=1 wi are removed.

We denote such cleaned dik as d
′
ik, which assigns the defini-

tive texts for category ci.

To learn d
′
ik, in the case of Nq > 1, we weight each word

by the TF-CHI (i.e. term frequency-χ2) weighting scheme,
one of the best feature selection methods for text classifica-
tion[25]. Categorical information is needed by TF-CHI, so
that discriminative words can be selected for different cate-
gories. Table 4 gives the top 5 words that have the highest
χ2 values of 14 categories, corresponding to 5 entities. These

words are very discriminative. In the case of Nq = 1, d
′
ik

contains the words whose term frequencies (TF) are above
a threshold.

4.2.2 Image descriptors
Let {Ij |j = 1, . . . ,Mq} be the candidate images of q where

Ij is the jth candidate image of q and Mq is the total number
of images of q. Let tj be the feature vector of Ij .

We represent a candidate image with definitive texts, il-
lustrated by the solid-line process in Fig.7. For an image Ij ,
once again the surrounding texts of its duplicate images are
aggregated and only the words whose term frequencies (TF)
are above a threshold are kept. An image is then represented
by the TF-weighted vector on remained words, i.e. tj =
〈tf(tj1), tf(tj2), . . . , tf(tjm)〉 where tf(tjl) > δ, l = 1, . . . ,m
and δ is a threshold.



4.3 Image Filtering
The image filtering problem is to identify

S∗ = {Ij |p(c∗|Ij , q; Θ) ≥ ξ, 1j=1, · · · ,Mq} (1)

where c∗ = arg maxci p(ci|Ij , q; Θ) is the most probable cate-
gory that generates Ij . Θ is the parameter set. p(ci|Ij , q; Θ)
is defined as:

p(ci|Ij , q) =

{
1
L
σ(fi(x

I
j )) Nq > 1

1
Z

cos(xci , x
I
j ) Nq = 1

(2)

where xci and xIj indicate the features of ci and Ij , respec-
tively. L and Z are normalization factors. σ(·) is the sig-
moid function whereas fi(·) defines the cost function of the
classifier of category ci. For Nq > 1, we learn linear one-
against-all SVM classifiers[26] to define fi(·). SVM outputs
are mapped to probabilities using the sigmoid function[27]
and images whose probabilities are less than a threshold are
removed as noises. For Nq = 1, we measure p(ci|Ij , q; Θ) by
the cosine similarity between image Ij and ci.

Note that for each q, the SVM classifiers are learnt on only
related ci of q. This is the key for effectiveness with simple
features as it is unnecessary to learn effective classifiers on
millions of categories when we know which categories an
entity belongs to.

4.4 Image Ranking
The last step is to rank S∗ and the top-ranked images

are assumed as representative to a 〈q, ci〉 pair. We define a
simple yet effective scoring function to measure the repre-
sentativeness of an image, which infers the authority of an
image from its nearest neighbors.

Intuitively, a representative image should first be relevant
to the category to which it belongs. We define the relevance
score r as the cosine similarity between the textual features
of an image and a category. Meanwhile, we measure the
confidence gij of Ij in representing 〈q, ci〉 by Eq.3 based
on its nearest neighbors. The motivation is that the more
K-nearest neighbors of Ij are representative to 〈q, ci〉, the
more confident that Ij should also represent 〈q, ci〉. In our
implementation, K = 5. The confidence gij is defined as

gij =

∑
s(Ij ,nnik)=1 cos(Ij , nnik)× rnnik∑K

k=1 cos(Ij , nnik)× rnnik

, (3)

where nnik is the kth nearest neighbor of image Ij in cate-
gory ci. cos(Ij , nnik) is the cosine similarity between image
Ij and its kth neighbor. rnnik is the relevance score of nnik

to the semantics of 〈q, ci〉. s(Ij , nnik) is defined by

s(Ij , nnik) =

{
1, Ikj , nnik ∈ ci
−1, otherwise

(4)

Finally, Ij are ranked by their representativeness scores
scoreij defined as

scoreij =

∑K
k=1 s(Ij , nnik)× cos(Ij , nnik)× rnnik × gij

K
.

(5)
The motivation is that if an image has more nearest neigh-
bors that share the same semantics and have high relevance
scores, the better chance this image is representative for this
semantics. Contrarily, the more nearest neighbors have low
relevance scores or have diverse semantics, the less possible
that this image is a representative one.

Table 5: Intermediate Results

#duplicate image clusters 180,145,940
#image clusters being tagged 120,697,779

#unique tags 155,024,386
vocabulary size after entity filtering 2,705,075

#final entities 518,072

5. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted thorough experiments to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of the entire process as well as its major com-
ponents. We present our observations on mining from 2B
images in two aspects: dataset properties and performance.

5.1 Dataset Properties
Table 2 summarizes the ImageKB to date, which is the

largest in scale compared to existing datasets in the litera-
ture[9, 10, 11, 5, 6]. Some statistics of ImageKB have been
analyzed in Section 2.3.

It is worthwhile to know to what extent we have achieved.
Table 5 provides the intermediate statistics during process-
ing the 2B images. From Table 5, we can see that there are
in total 180.15M duplicate image clusters discovered from
the 2B images, and after image annotation, the number
is reduced to 120.70M, which means 33.0% = (180.15M −
120.70M)/180.15M clusters are not annotated. There are
two possible reasons: 1) a cluster is small which contains too
few images to be annotated by Arista[16, 17]. Note Arista
is not able to annotate images having less than three dupli-
cates, and 2) the surrounding texts are too noisy for Arista
to identify semantic words.

The 120.70M annotated clusters contains 155.02M unique
annotations. However, only 2.71M out of the annotations
are common with the 264.17M unique user queries in the 6-
month query log and the 12.83M NeedleSeek[8] items. The
ratio is only 2.71M/155.02M = 1.75%. This is because
Arista tends to generate long phrases and these phrases may
contain some noisy terms, e.g. “tom cruise family in town”,
“tom cruise 101”. Though “tom cruise” exists in both the
query log and NeedleSeek vocabulary, “tom cruise 101” is
not. Two future works can be done here: 1) to perform
partial match between items6, and 2) to improve the Arista
tagging technique towards less noise.

On the other hand, from Table 1 we can see that ImageKB-
query log overlap is 13.26M, which means 79.56% = (13.26M−
2.71M)/13.26M of the 13.26M tags are further removed by
NeedleSeek. Recall ImageKB is built by mapping its enti-
ties and images onto NeedleSeek ontology. A future research
direction is to propose algorithms to identify representative
images for entities not covered by an ontology.

There again is a big gap between the vocabulary after
entity filtering (i.e. 2.71M) and the final number of entities
in ImageKB (i.e. 0.52M). This is because many entities have
no representative images available after our image filtering
and ranking step (see Section 4) due to the strict parameter
settings for noise control. In the future, we will work on
more sophisticated models based on the current ImageKB
to collect more images.

6To determine when a partial match is safe and when it is
not is an open research problem, given the scale and the di-
versity of data. For example, though“dog”partially matches
“dog food”, they have totally different semantics.
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Table 6: Entities for Evaluation - Examples
(a) Ten Examples of Meaningful (Entity, Category) Pairs

(brute force, game), (drawing the lines, song), (tortes, food),
(long jumping, sport),(iphone 3g s, device), (the comic, book),
(batman - the dark knight, movie), (nissan pickups, vehicle),
(empire state building, building), (capybaras, animal)

(b) Ten Examples of Removed (Entity, Category) Pairs
(money shot, game), (beautiful city, song), (boks, sport),
(soliloquy, device), (non food, food), (milf diaries, book),
(movie 2, movie), (beautiful, brand), (beautiful, song),
(rigby, city)

5.2 Performance
5.2.1 Performance within the 2B images

We randomly selected 150 entities and manually labeled
them to evaluate the precision and recall performance on
their top 50 images. Precision (AP@N) is defined as the
percentage of correct images in top N results, whereas recall
(AR@N) is defined as the percentage of discovered correct
ones in top N results:

AP@N =
L(N)

N
, AR@N =

L(N)

M
(6)

where L(N) denotes the number of correct images in top N
results, and M denotes the ground truth number of correct
ones in the top N results.

For each 〈entity, category〉 pair, we asked three labelers
to label the corresponding ImageKB images independently.
The final correctness of an image is determined by majority
voting among its three labelers. If it is difficult for the label-
ers to understand the semantics of a 〈entity, category〉 pair
even after browsing its Google and Bing’s image search re-
sults, the pair was regarded as noisy and was removed from
the evaluation set7. Note that the existence of noisy 〈entity,
category〉 pairs is reasonable since NeedleSeek[8] itself is an
automatic approach. Table 6(a) and Table 6(b) shows ten
examples of meaningful and noisy 〈entity, category〉 pairs
respectively.

Figure 8 illustrates the precision-recall curves on top 50 re-
sults of single-category entities (blue dash-dot lines), multi-

7We found that about 30% randomly selected evaluation
pairs were removed by the labelers. This implies that about
30% nodes of the current ImageKB are unreliable (i.e. have
low accuracy) and can be removed. Therefore, it is worth
exploring a confidence score on ImageKB nodes.
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category entities (red dotted line), and overall results (black
real line) respectively. The performance is quite satisfying
considering the simple textual features we are using. The
AP@1, AP@10, and AP@50 of the overall performance is
about 0.84, 0.80 and 0.74 respectively, whereas the over-
all recall is about 0.05, 0.31 and 1. AP@50 = 0.74 when
AR@50 = 1 means more than 37 out of 50 images on aver-
age are correct.

It is interesting that ImageKB obtained better perfor-
mance on multi-category entities. This may be because a
better image filtering model is used in the multi-category
case. Recall that simple cosine similarity measure and SVM
classifiers are used in the single- and multi-category cases
respectively (see Section 4.2).

5.2.2 Performance outside the 2B images
To better understand the performance of our approach,

we evaluate it with images outside of the 2B database.
Specifically, given an 〈entity, category〉 pair, we collect top

50 Google returned images as candidate images, from which
representative images are selected. For each image, we ob-
tain its duplicate images from the 2B database, and repre-
sent an image with high-quality texts using the same tech-
nique as presented in Section 4.2.2. Meanwhile, we learn the
descriptive documents of categories using the same method
as described in Section 4.2.1; the only difference is that the
top 5 images used for document generation are from Google
rather than from our own text-based image search engine
built upon the 2B images.

We compared our method to three baseline methods:
Search Results (SR) - the top Google image search results

are assumed as representative images.
Duplicate Number (DN) - the images which have the largest

number of duplicates are representative ones.



Relevance Score (RS) - It differs to our approach only in
that the relevance score is used to rank images.

Fig.9 and Fig.10 illustrate the overallAP@N performances
of our method and the baselines on single-category enti-
ties and multi-category entities respectively, of which N =
1, 3, 5. It can be seen that our method greatly surpasses
the baselines on both types of entities. Specifically, in the
top@1 case, our method achieved a precision of 94% on
single-category queries and 90% on mutli-category ones.

Moreover, DN performs even worse than SR, which is an
unexpected result. People may think that the more dupli-
cates an image has, the larger chance that it is represen-
tative to a query, since the number of duplicates indicates
the popularity. Our evaluation suggests that such an as-
sumption may not always be true, e.g., funny images and
funny comics are very popular but may not be representa-
tive to a certain entity. Therefore, an image filtering step is
indispensable to ensure system performance.

On the other hand, comparing these Fig.9 and Fig.10 to
Fig.8, we can see that using cleaner candidate images (here
Google image search results), the accuracy of output images
is about 10% higher than that of using images collected from
auto-annotation results. This suggests that the cleaner the
candidate images, the higher the accuracy of output. This
suggests that to reduce noisy candidate images can improve
the accuracy of ImageKB. We will investigate this point in
our future work.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper reports our first-stage achievement on build-

ing an image knowledge base of representative images, Im-
ageKB. ImageKB is automatically and efficiently generated
from 2B web images with three main procedures: 1) discov-
ering duplicate image clusters and annotating them to get
candidate entities and their images, 2) filtering images by
matching the entities and images to an ontology which con-
tains millions of nodes, and 3) re-ranking images by their au-
thority scores inferred from nearest-neighbor graphs. Con-
taining more diverse images and deeper semantics than ex-
isting image database, ImageKB can be broadly used in im-
age search, retrieval and computer vision.
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